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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm is revolutionising the world of manufacturing into what
is known as SmartManufacturing or Industry 4.0. Themain pillar in smart manufacturing looks at harnessing
IoT data and leveragingmachine learning (ML) to automate the prediction of faults, thus cuttingmaintenance
time and cost and improving the product quality. However, faults in real industries are overwhelmingly
outweighed by instances of good performance (faultless samples); this bias is reflected in the data captured
by IoT devices. Imbalanced data limits the success of ML in predicting faults, thus presents a significant
hindrance in the progress of smart manufacturing. Although various techniques have been proposed to tackle
this challenge in general, this work is the first to present a framework for evaluating the effectiveness of
these remedies in the context of manufacturing. We present a comprehensive comparative analysis in which
we apply our proposed framework to benchmark the performance of different combinations of algorithm
components using a real-world manufacturing dataset. We draw key insights into the effectiveness of each
component and inter-relatedness between the dataset, the application context, and the design of the ML
algorithm.
INDEX TERMS Manufacturing analytics, generative modeling, smart manufacturing, imbalanced data,
limited failure data, generating synthetic data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing process is a broad terminology that encom-
passes the production of final products either handmade,
machine-made, or hybrid. This often entails the transfor-
mation of raw material into the final product through
various mechanical, chemical or other industrial processes.
Smart Manufacturing (SM), also referred to as Industry 4.0,
has transformed the traditional linear manufacturing into a
dynamic and digital ecosystem to improve product quality,
operations efficiency, and production yield. The Internet of
Things (IoT) is a network of connected devices, such as
sensors and actuators, that gives operators access to data from
the real world in real-time whilst working from the comfort
of their desks. In the context of SM, IoT offers infinite
possibilities in terms of remote monitoring, maintenance, and
control of operations. A manufacturing process is typically a
chain of complex tasks where the quality of the final product
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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depends on the entire chain of production. By embracing
the IoT paradigm, SM leverages IoT data to drive and
automate intelligent decisions, thus improving the efficiency
and quality of each task in the chain, not the least the final
product.
In traditional manufacturing, intermediate quality tests are
performed during the production process to detect quality
issues and identify defective batches. However, these tests
are time-consuming and not conclusive as they do not
allow for full physical inspections of a production line.
On the other hand, the early detection of defects at early
product processing stages is one of the most effective ways
of reducing costs, saving time, and boosting operational
efficiency [1]. SM empowered with IoT and machine
learning (ML) techniques offers the ability of early defect
detection and the opportunity to capitalise on its benefits.
IoT sensor data has been used for predictive maintenance in
industrial machines [2] and automotive manufacturing [3].
These works; however, are not designed to deal with data
imbalance. For instance, authors in [3] use cluster-based
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methods for detecting and disregarding data outliers in order
to improve fault detection during the manufacturing process.
Other existing works such as [4] show that classification
performance for imbalanced data can be improved when data
outliers are eliminated.
Modern prediction systems rely on using IoT data and
ML techniques to predict the expected quality level of
forthcoming products. Predictive analytics is one application
of ML that analyses current and historical data to make
predictions about future events. With predictive analytics,
SM manufacturers can discover intricate patterns from
collected IoT data, identify processing batches that drop
below a defined quality level and perform the best course
of actions among multiple options. Consequently, quality
engineers can use this information to either immediately
adjust the process parameters or stop a particular defective
batch processing.
In today’s multimode manufacturing processes, not all
anomalies or faults would affect the product’s quality. Thus,
in order to make the process of quality monitoring more
purposeful and accurate, a tailored performance indicator
method has been proposed by Song et al. [5]. The proposed
method considers the influence of the fault on product quality
and process safety by constructing sub-spaces that enable
distinguishing between various types of quality-related and
safety-related faults in complex industrial systems. Predicting
quality in a real-time is essential for process monitoring and
control, but measuring quality variables often require offline
analysis. However, quality variables can be measured by
exploring the correlation between the changes in process vari-
ables and the collected quality information [6]. To this end,
a multi-subspace elastic network method is employed in [6]
to construct the correlation relationship between process
variables and quality variables for the detection and diagnosis
of faults. Recently, a novel data-driven method has been
proposed in [7] using multi-subspace orthogonal canonical
correlation analysis for identifying quality-affecting faults in
a real-time fashion.
Despite the recent success of collecting IoT data for
process monitoring [8], this data mirrors the actual man-
ufacturing process and its intrinsic bias towards good
performance. It is, of course, fortunate that instances of
faultless samples largely outnumber the defects and faults
in the manufacturing process. This characteristic is a major
factor in today’s economy as it renders the manufacturing
of complex products cost-effective and the end product
accessible to masses. For instance, two-thirds of the world
population today can afford a mobile phone.1 On the other
hand, data imbalance is a major challenge for ML-based
predictive analytics which rely on data for learning.
In a binary classification ML task (e.g., faulty/faultless),
imbalanced data is where the number of negative samples
(faultless or samples that conform to the quality con-
trol process) outweighing the number of positive samples
1https://datareportal.com/global-digital-overview
(faulty samples). Canonical ML algorithms often assume that
each class has roughly the same number of objects [7], [9].
Manufacturing datasets, however, often have a dramatically
skewed distribution. Thus, their application to canonical ML
algorithms fails to deliver reliable results. Indeed, when
positive samples are limited, predictive models tend to be
biased towards the majority (negative) class. This leads to a
high probability of misclassifying samples from the minority
class. In the context of manufacturing, this bias in predictive
models results in the majority of faults going unnoticed
and significantly impacting the quality and efficiency of
production. In fact, the impact of not predicting a fault in
manufacturing is much more detrimental to the quality and
process than misclassifying a faultless sample as faulty.
To this end, there is a dominant incentive in SM to
improve the performance of quality predictive models that
deal with imbalanced datasets. There are various efforts
to address this issue, where some propose to remove the
bias by manipulating the dataset, referred to as data-based,
and others propose to implement a positive bias in the
ML algorithm, referred to as algorithm-based. Data-based
methods look at generating new synthetic data samples
from the minority class to reach similar numbers as the
majority class. These methods are often referred to as
data augmentation tools as they increase the number of
samples by adding the synthetic data. For instance, authors
in [10] use such a method (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
TEchnique (SMOTE) [11], [12]) to mitigate data imbalance
while predicting product quality.
The second group relates to algorithm-based methods, also
referred to as cost-sensitive learning. An artificial bias is
implemented in the existing classification process through a
cost matrix that amplifies the penalty value for misclassifying
minority samples. An algorithm-based method was recently
used with an imbalanced dataset to predict failure in air
pressure systems in [13]. A promising direction looks at
combining both approaches to form a hybrid technique that
alters the dataset as well as the algorithm bias to circumvent
the imbalance obstacle.
However, these methods have not been evaluated in the
context of predictive analytics for manufacturing problems.
In fact, there is no one-solution-fits-all, and it is critical
to have a framework in which various methods can be
assessed in a data-centric and contextual fashion. In this
work, we present the first such framework that covers the
process of predictive analytics starting at the original dataset
and finishing at the context-aware performance evaluation,
as shown in Figure 1. In this study, we present a compre-
hensive comparative analysis of data-based, algorithm-based
and hybrid methods for improving the prediction accuracy
of manufacturing faults. To this end, we propose the first
statistical analysis framework for measuring the effectiveness
of each method by quantifying four key aspects. The first
looks at measuring the bias embedded in data by adopting
entropy concepts. It is evident that the optimum predictive
analytics method majorly depends on the dataset and its
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FIGURE 1. Proposed predictive analytics framework for dealing with imbalanced datasets.
intricate features. It is, therefore, of pivotal importance to
capture the level of imbalance in the dataset and the resulting
behaviour with different re-balancing methods. The second
statistical method gauges the goodness of the associated
labels (where each represents a cluster or class) using the
Silouhette coefficient. Indeed, this metric is essential for
understanding the dataset and the source of bias in order
to identify a suitable remedy. The third aspect measures
the effectiveness of the proposed method (be it data-
based, algorithm-based, or hybrid) in predicting defects and
identifies relevant metrics such as Precision and Recallwhich
are used to calculate the F1-score. The last aspect only relates
to data augmentation methods and aims at measuring the
goodness of generated synthetic data in comparison with the
real data samples.
Data augmentation is an optional step in the pre-processing
phase and may include many methods such as SMOTE and
Generative Adversary Networks (GANs) and related variants
(see Figure 1). Algorithm-based methods are implemented in
the ML classifier, which is selected from a pool of potential
classifiers. In addition, data bias can be addressed in the
post-processing phase, as shown in Figure 1, by tuning the
classification threshold to counter-balance the imbalance.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
This article aims to provide a better understanding of
predictive analyticsmethods that employ imbalanced datasets
with particular focus on manufacturing applications. Our
research study aims at assessing the performance of some of
the widely used techniques at three levels:
• Pre-processing: Data-augmentation techniques (e.g.,
SMOTE, GAN) and feature reduction techniques (e.g.,
Principal component analysis).
• Classifier algorithm: Classifier type (e.g. Linear regres-
sion, Random forest) that might incorporate class
weights while being trained and tuned or optimised for
a given cost-sensitive function (i.e., misclassification
cost).
• Post-processing: moving threshold for counter-balancing
the data bias.
The performance evaluation phase employs context-aware
metrics from awide range of indicators formeasuring the data
imbalance, the goodness of class labels, the context-aware
success of the classification, and the usability of synthetic
data. We have conducted multiple experiments that combine
hybrid options within the framework in Figure 1 using a real-
world SM dataset.
Although the literature review reveals various works that
address the challenge of handling imbalanced datasets in the
context of smart manufacturing, none offers a comprehensive
study on how intrinsic characteristics of datasets can be
exploited in the selection of the ML-based predictive
analytics. To this end, the overarching contributions in this
work can be summarised as follows:
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• Comprehensive review of the challenge of classification
using imbalanced datasets and corresponding widely
used techniques.
• The first complete evaluation framework to enable the
assessment of various combinations of techniques.
• A context-aware set of performance indicators to gauge
the effectiveness of predictive models and their impact
on the application at hand.
• The first comparative analysis of multiple experiments
in which we apply the designed framework using a real
manufacturing dataset and draw novel insights.
B. OUTLINE
The paper is structured as follows. The problem formulation
is explained in Section II. Section III provides the required
background and related work. The adopted methodology in
the implementation of various techniques for data augmen-
tation and cost-sensitive functions is detailed in Section IV.
The performance metrics for context-aware evaluation of
predictive models are described in Section V. In Section VI,
we present the manufacturing dataset that is used in the
comparative analysis, and we devise four cases that encom-
pass hybrid combinations of data-based, algorithm-based,
and post-processing techniques. In Section VII, we present
the results from each of the cases and draw context-aware
insights in the discussion. We finally conclude the paper and
explain the future directions of our research in Section VIII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a network of N sensor nodes that are deployed
across the manufacturing process to predict quality issues
such as defective batches, component failure, among others.
Each sensor node sn, where n = 1, 2 · · ·N , collects
data steams of particular type, e.g. temperature, flow, and
motor rotation. Data streams are a sequence of numerical
measurements in consecutive order. At each time instance
t ≥ 0, each sensor node sn gathers a single data stream. Let
x(t) ∈ RN be a data sample or instance that is collected from
N sensors at a time t . Let X ∈ RM×N be a sequence of M
data samples (i.e., features/variables) that are collected by N
senors where each has a label or class yj to indicate whether
a failure has occurred (yj = 1) or not (yj = 0) at the machine
or component being observed such that yj = {0, 1}, where
j = {1, 2 · · ·M}. Let Y ∈ RM be discrete labels whose values
are to be modelled and predicted by the input data X . X and
Y can be formulated as follows:
X =

a11 a12 · · · a1N





aM1 aM2 · · · aMN











where the data samples X = {xi, · · · , xM } such that the first
data sample x1 = {a11, a12, · · · a1N } is collected byN sensor;
aij is a single measurement value for a particular sensor at
a certain collected sample and i and j are sample id, and
sensor id, respectively. Moreover, {a11, a21, · · · aM1} are data
streams; a sequence of numerical observations collected by
sensor s1.
The problem can be formulated as an imbalanced clas-
sification predictive modelling; a process of predicting
quality issues that are categorised into classes/labels (e.g.
failure/non-failure) by approximating a mapping function f
from input data samples X = {xi, · · · , xM } into discrete
output labels Y . We assume that there is a high-imbalanced
ratio between the minority and majority classes in Y .
Minority class refers to the class that has few samples in
the data X , while the majority class refers to the class that
has many samples in the same data. The ratio between these
two types of samples is referred to as imbalanced ratio.
Imbalance Ratio (IR) is defined as a proportion samples in the
number of majority class (yj = 0) to the number of minority
class (yj = 1).
In this article, our dataset consists of data samples X
and their corresponding discrete labels Y . To this end,
we refer to the training samples in our dataset as D =
{(xi, yj), · · · (xM , yM )} in a binary classification task, where
the i-th example pair inD denotes a data sample (i.e., feature
vector) taken by N sensors at a time t and is labelled (through
yj) as either a normal sample (when yj = 0) or faulty one
(when yj = 1). To this end, in our binary classification case,
we denote data samples subset containing all faulty samples
(i.e., minority class) asDf ⊂ D = {(xi, yj)|yj = 1}. Similarly,
data samples subset containing all normal or faultless samples
(i.e., majority class) as Ds ⊂ D = {(xi, yj)|yj = 0}.
III. LEARNING WITH IMBALANCED DATA
Recent advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI) stem-
ming from deep neural networks (DNN) have helped to
establish manufacturing predictive quality as an essential
category in Smart Manufacturing (SM). Despite their success
in many data-driven real-world, the problem of learning from
imbalanced data is still a challenging task [14]. Most of
the manufacturing applications suffer from having highly-
skewed class distributions where there are usually few
collected samples about defective batches, or component
failures (i.e., minority class) and it is costly to collect more
failure samples [1], [14]. As a result, rare instances and
events in manufacturing applications aren’t easily identified,
and it is difficult to apply standards classification techniques
while attaining high accuracy in predicting the minority
class [15]. Approaches that have been developed to tackle
the imbalanced problem can be grouped into three main
categories: data-driven methods, algorithmic-based methods
and hybrid methods.
A. DATA-DRIVEN METHODS
Data-driven approaches are data preprocessing methods to
enhance the learning from imbalanced data models by modi-
fying the training data-set to balance the class distributions
(see Figure 1). This modification is based on generating
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new samples for the minority class or removing samples
of the majority class. The former is referred to as Over-
sampling, while the latter is referred to as under-sampling.
The basic sampling approach is Random Over-sampling,
and under-sampling (ROU) aim to balance class distribution
by the random elimination of majority class samples or
duplicate samples of minority class samples in the training
data-set [16]. This results in discarding useful information
about the data and performance degradation due to removing
potentially useful samples or duplicating samples that might
cause over-fitting for the learned models [9], [17]. Over-
fitting occurs when the learned model fits too closely to the
training data such that it becomes unable to generalise to
new data samples [18]. To address this problem, advanced
sampling techniques have been proposed to maintain the
underlying distribution of the natural grouping in the data
while adding new data samples.
Advanced under-sampling strategies aim to preserve
important information while learning from imbalanced data.
Lin et al. [19] have proposed an under-sampling cluster-
based technique to maintain a good representation of
the majority class in the dataset. The approach is based
on clustering the data samples from the majority class
such that the number of clusters in the majority class is
set to be equal to the number of data samples in the
minority class. Moreover, Mani and Zhang [20] have used
a K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) classifier as an under-
sampling preprocessing step. KNN tends to reduce the
overlapping betweenminority andmajority samples such that
majority samples are classified, and samples are selected to
be removed based on their distances from minority samples.
Density-based under-sampling methods have been developed
to retain useful information while reducing the number
of majority classes’ samples such as Density-based under-
sampling (DBU) technique [21], [22]. DBU assumes that
similar examples are relatively close to each other, while
noisy examples tend to be far from other examples that are
associated with the same class in the feature space.
Several informed over-sampling techniques have also been
developed to reduce over-fitting and strength class bound-
aries. Over-sampling methods tend to be more efficient than
under-sampling techniques when handling extremely imbal-
anced big data problem with large imbalanced ratio [12],
[23]–[25]. Chawla et al. [11] have introduced a Synthetic
Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE); a method for
creating synthetic data of minority samples by identifying the
feature space for the minority samples and considering their
k nearest neighbours. In principle, SMOTE creates artificial
data samples for the minority class by artificially linear
interpolating new samples between already existing minority
samples and their nearest minority neighbours.
SMOTE has shown great success for addressing imbal-
anced data in different industrial applications including,
manufacturing process [24], predictive maintenance and
failure prediction [26]. Several extensions have been devel-
oped to improve upon the original SMOTE algorithm such
as Safe-Level-SMOTE [27], and Borderline-SMOTE [28],
among others. Safe-Level-SMOTE aims to define safe
regions to prevent overlapping between classes and generate
less noisy minority samples, while the primary goal of
Borderline-SMOTE is to limit the number of generated
samples near minority class borders. Similar to SMOTE,
ADASYN [29] is an over-sampling method that creates
synthesis data samples of the minority classes. However,
ADASYN improves the over-sampling process by further
reducing the bias introduced by the class imbalance and force
the learning algorithm to learn the minority class boundaries
adaptively for enhancing the quality of generated minority
samples.
Yet, powerful generative models including, Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) [30] have been successful in
generating new samples that are similar to real samples
for improving the performance of imbalanced classification
tasks. In [31], Decision Tree (DT) classifier using the training
data-set generated by GAN achieves comparable results to
DT trained on original data-set. Conditional GAN (CGAN)
has been developed in [32] for creating synthetic data for
prognostics under the conditions of limited failure data
availability.
TABLE 1. A cost matrix for binary classification [36]
C : Cost, TP: True Positive, FP: False Positive (i.e., false alarm), TN: True
Negative, and FN: False Negative.
B. ALGORITHMIC-BASED METHODS
Algorithmic-based approaches are often discussed under
cost-sensitive methods in the literature. Unlike data sampling
methods, cost-sensitive methods do not alter training data-
set. Instead, they modify the existing learning algorithms or
decision process (e.g. for classification tasks) through a cost
matrix such that each class is assigned a misclassification
penalty value [9], [33], [34] (see Figure 1). In principle, this
family of algorithms alleviate their bias towards majority
classes by increasing the cost value of minority groups. This
results in increasing the importance of these groups and
decreasing the likelihood that the learning algorithm will
misclassify them [18]. An example of a cost matrix of a
binary classification problem such as failure prediction is
shown in Table 1 where Ci,j is the misclassification cost,
i.e. penalty cost for predicting samples as a class i when
their true class is class j. Intuitively, there is no penalty for
classifying the samples correctly (i.e., True Positive (TP) and
True Negative (TN)). To this end, the diagonal of the cost
matrix, where i = j (i.e., C1,1 and C0,0) is 0. The optimisation
process of the predictive models for imbalanced data shifts
from maximising the overall accuracy or minimising error
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rate, to minimising total cost such that:
TCost = m CFP + n CFN (2)
where TCost is the total cost that should be minimised, and m
and n are the number of errors for false positive (FP) and false
negative (FN) classification, respectively. More preciously,m
is the number of faultless samples that are predicted as faulty
samples, and vice versa for n. In real-world manufacturing
applications, FN errors cost more than FP errors i.e., CFN 
CFP [18]. For instance, CFP = 10 and CFN = 500 for
predicting air pressure system failures in Scania trucks [13].
In such a case, CFP refers to the cost that an unnecessary
check needs to be done for a truck by amechanics. In contrast,
CFN refers to the cost of missing a faulty truck, which may
cause a breakdown and put drivers and their road fellows at
high risk.
The total cost TCost in Eq. 2 is non-normalised cost.
Without loss of generality, we can express the normalised cost
as T̂Cost with respect to n as follows:
T̂Cost = λ CFP + CFN (3)
where the coefficient λ indicates the relative importance of
various misclassification costs such that (λ = mn ) [35].
If the cost-sensitive classifier produces posterior probability
estimates P for test samples instead of discrete labels, the cost






In such a case, the learning algorithm classifies test
samples as faulty samples if their posterior probability
estimates P ≥ p∗. This type of threshold moving methods is
sometimes called Relabelling and used as a post-processing
step for relabelling the output class of test samples [18], [36].
The performance of cost-sensitive algorithms mainly relies
on incorporating an effective cost matrix that modifies the
learning process. However, the actual cost matrix is often
unknown in most of the real-world applications, and it can
be empirically defined or by domain experts [9], [18].
Ensemble-based learning algorithms are another type of
cost-sensitive methods for tackling imbalanced class distri-
butions. Krawczyk et al. [37] introduce a one-class ensemble
learning algorithm for improving predictive classifier of a
multi-class imbalanced problem with complex and imbal-
anced class distribution. The proposed ensemble learning
algorithm aims to create individual descriptions of each class,
and then combining them to have a classifier that outperforms
each of them. Such classifier reduces the bias towards
one of the classes introduced by standard classifiers [38].
Bagging [39], AdaBoost [40] and Gradient Boosting [41] are
the most common ensemble classifier algorithms. Boosting
is considered an iterative algorithm that associates different
weights on data distribution. The learned algorithm is forced
to focus more on the misclassified samples at each iteration.
This is achieved by increasing the associated weights for the
misclassified samples and decreases the weights associated
with correctly classified samples. Other different ensemble
approaches are also discussed in [42].
C. HYBRID METHODS
Hybrid methods take the advantages of data-driven and
algorithmic-based methods. These two categories have
been integrated in various ways. For instance, data-driven
solutions are combined with classifier ensembles to mitigate
the effect of the imbalanced data [43]. Other approaches
such as [44], [45] combine cost-sensitive and over-sampling
approaches based on data density to generate better samples
around each minority group and eliminating the noise
effect for imbalance learning. It is worth-noting that over-
sampling approaches have shown little sensitivity when
misclassification costs change [46].
Yang et al. [25] introduce a hybrid optimal ensemble classi-
fier (HOEC) framework that outperforms other conventional
and ensemble classifier methods for learning from imbal-
anced real-world data sets. HOEC combines density-based
under-sampling and cost-effective methods through a multi-
objective optimisation process for overcoming the limitations
of traditional under-sampling and cost-sensitive algorithms.
Several cost-sensitive methods have been developed based
on traditional decision trees to improve the imbalanced
classification performance of the minority class. Li et al. [47]
developed a hybrid decision tree that incorporated both a
misclassification cost and a set of selected attributes. The
attributes selection criterion is based on a linear combination
of the Gini index and information gain.
A hybrid framework that incorporates data clustering, data
sampling and ensemble is proposed in [48] for improving
the performance evaluation of binary classifier. The proposed
hybrid framework outperforms the traditional over-sampling
techniques including, SMOTE.
Overall, this article studies the improvement of the per-
formance of predictive quality analytics under the condition
of limited faulty data availability. We present a comparison
of state-of-the-art over-sampling approaches for generating
samples for minority groups (e.g., faulty data). We also
study a hybrid approach between sampling and cost-sensitive
model. With the use of statistical analysis, we measure the
quality of over-sampling data techniques and their effects on
alleviating the bias towards majority groups (e.g., faultless
or normal samples) by increasing importance and the cost
values (i.e., penalties) of minority groups. To the best of
our knowledge, so far, such a comparison spanning various
over-sampling techniques for predicting quality analytics in
manufacturing has not been carried out.
IV. METHODOLOGY FOR PREDICTIVE
QUALITY ANALYTICS
In this section, we present the methodology adopted
in the evaluation of various combinations of data-based
and algorithm-based methods for dealing with imbalanced
datasets. As discussed in Section II, our work focuses on a
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manufacturing problem that aims to predict defects in the end
product. To this end, the dataset considered in this evaluation
contains samples that are labelled as either positive (minority
class) or negative (majority class).
In the following paragraphs, we summarise the standard
synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE), and
generative models, including Generative Adversarial Net-
work (GAN) and their variants in terms of their objec-
tive functions and their architectures. We evaluate these
techniques for creating high-quality minority data samples
and measure their effectiveness in conjunction with cost-
sensitive learning algorithms on improving the classification
performance when presented with an imbalanced dataset.
There are very few works that use some of these presented
techniques as data augmentation such as [26], [49] while
learning from an imbalanced dataset, especially in industrial
settings. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first compre-
hensive evaluation of different data augmentation and cost-
sensitive methods for predictive analytics in manufacturing
applications.
A. SYNTHETIC OVER-SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
As mentioned previously in Section III-A, SMOTE [11] is
one of the main over-sampling methods for creating synthetic
data samples of the minority class (e.g., faulty samples).
SMOTEfirstly selects a random data sample x1 fromminority
samples then finds a k nearest neighbours minority samples.
An example is shown in Figure 2 to demonstrate the process
followed in SMOTE in which we assume that k = 6.
In this example, the neighbouring samples of faulty sample
x1 are indicated as {x2, x3, · · · , x7}. Then, for each of the
pairs {(x1, x2), (x1, x3), · · · , (x1, x7)}, a synthetic faulty data
sample is created along the line segments joining them, shown
as red triangle in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2. An example of SMOTE for k = 6.
- Before over-sampling: M = 24 with Mmin = 7 (black circle) and
Mmaj = 17 (blue diamonds)
- After over-sampling: M = 30 with Mmin = 13 (black circle and red
triangles) and Mmaj = 17 (blue diamonds).
Thus, the newly generated faulty samples are at random
positions on the linear vector space from x1. The number of
generated samples relies on β = MminMmaj , where Mmin is the
number of faulty samples in the minority class after over-
sampling and Mmaj is the number of faultless (i.e., normal)
samples in the majority class. In a binary classification
task, the total number of samples M is the sum of the
number of samples of the minority and majority classes
M = Mmin +Mmaj.
B. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS (GAN)
SMOTE synthetically generates new and non-replicated
minority samples to alleviate the over-fitting caused by
random over-sampling. However, SMOTE tends to neglect
the characteristics of the local distribution of data samples
as it considers the neighbourhood parameter k globally [50].
This results in generating overlapped and noisy samples [51].
Consequently, SMOTE is not guaranteed to create realistic
faulty data samples for manufacturing applications [32].
Goodfellow et al. [30] propose Generative Adversarial
Networks (GAN) as an alternative over-sampling method for
creating synthetic data samples. GAN is a minimax two-
player game with an objective function V (G,D) between
generator G and discriminator D. The generator and dis-
criminator are two neural networks defined by Multilayer
Perceptrons (MLP) with weight vectors θg and θd , respec-
tively. These two models compete against each other during
the training process, and they are trained simultaneously.
GAN-based methods emerged originally as an over-
sampling technique to create realistic images to improve
the performance of learning algorithms in different appli-
cations [52]. In manufacturing applications, GAN-based
methods were recently used to create faulty synthetic samples
under an imbalanced dataset for improving prediction of
faults [32]. The main objective of GAN-based methods is
to augment the original training data such that the number
of available faulty samples (after generating new synthetic
faulty samples) for the training models is increased.
In standard GAN, generator G is trained to fool the
discriminator D by capturing the underlying distribution
of the real faulty data Df = {x(i)} of variables x(i) ∼
pdata(x(i)), so that it can create synthetic faulty samples that
are intended to come from the same distribution of real faulty
data pdata(x(i)). The discriminator D is trained to recognise
fake and real faulty data by estimating the probability that
a given data sample originates from the real faulty samples.
This zero-sum game between the generator and discriminator
motivates both of them to improve their functionalities. The
basic architecture of GAN is depicted in Figure 3 (left).
Formally, given faulty data Df = {x(i)} of a variable
x(i) ∼ pdata(x(i)), we wish to estimate pdata(x). To this end,
we transform a prior white noise variable z ∼ p(z) through
a generator G(z; θg), parametrised by MLP parameters θg,
to produce a new synthetic (i.e., fake) faulty data sample.
To this end, G implicitly defines a probability distribution
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FIGURE 3. Basic GAN (Left) and WGAN (Right) architectures.
pg as the distribution of the faulty samples G(z) obtained
when z ∼ pz. The discriminator D(x; θd ), parametrised by
MLP parameters θd is to output the probability estimation that
any x comes from the data distribution pdata(x). In principle,
the discriminator D is a scalar function that is trained to
maximise the probability to assign the correct labels to
faulty samples in the training data and generated from G(z).
In such a case, the discriminator is typically a traditional
supervised learning method that is optimised to identify
whether any given sample x is a real faulty data sample (i.e.,
x ∼ pdata) or fake sample (i.e., sampled from generator
distribution x ∼ pg).
Overall, the main goal of GAN is to learn a distribution
pg over the faulty data samples such that pg is as close
as possible to the original faulty data distribution pdata.
In such a case, the generator represents a distribution over
the distributions of the original data. The training procedure
for the generator G is to maximise the probability that the
discriminator D makes a mistake in identifying fake and
real faulty samples. This is done by increasing the chances
of D to produce a high probability for fake examples,
thus to minimise Ez∼pz(z)[log(1 − D(G(z)))]. At the same
time, the training process for the discriminator D aims
to teach it to identify real faulty data samples accurately
by maximising Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]. Meanwhile, given a
fake sample sampled from the generator z ∼ pg(z),
the discriminator is expected to output a probability,D(G(z)),
close to zero by maximising Ez∼pz(z)[log(1 − D(G(z)))].
More specifically, the loss functions of generator G and
discriminator D are defined in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, respectively.
min
G
V (G,D) = Ez∼pz(z)
Optimise G to generate better fake faulty




V (G,D) = Ex∼pdata(x)
D to better identify real faulty
samples︷ ︸︸ ︷
[logD(x)]
+Ez∼pz(z) [log(1− D(G(z)))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
D to better identify generated fake
faulty data samples
(6)
Formally, both the discriminator D and the generator G
play a two-player minimax game with the following main
objective function V (G,D) such that the generator tries to
minimise it while the discriminator tries to maximise it. More
specifically, V (G,D) (shown in Eq. 7) incorporates the loss





V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)
D output for real
faulty data︷ ︸︸ ︷
[logD(x)]
+Ez∼pz(z) [log(1− D(G(z)))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
D output for generated
fake faulty data G(z)
(7)
In Eq. 7, the generator does not have a direct effect on
the first term log(D(x)) in the objective function. For the
generator, minimising the loss is equivalent to minimising
log(1− D(G(z))).
1) GLOBAL OPTIMALITY IN GAN
The global optimality of V (D,G) is only achieved when
both D and G are at their optimal values. In such a case,
pg becomes very close to pdata. The training objective for
the discriminator D can be described as maximising the log-
likelihood for estimating a conditional probability P(Y =
y|x), where Y = {0, 1} indicates whether x comes from real
data failure pdata (with y = 1) or a synthetic or fake failure
sampled from pg (with y = 0) [30]. The optimal discriminator
should be able to identify the real failure data and generated
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fake failures. This can be achieved when the real failure data
distribution pdata and generated failure data distribution pg
are known. In such a case, the optimal discriminator D∗G(x)
for any fixed generator G is expressed in Eq. 8. Indeed, when







For the optimal discriminator to maximise the quantity
V (G,D), Eq. 6 can now be reformulated as in Eq. 9:
max
D
V (D∗,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)






D to better identify generated fake
faulty data samples
(9)
In such a case, V (D,G) in Eq. 9 has a value of − log 4

















where KL is Kullback–Leibler divergence 2 that measures
how the probability distribution pdata diverges from a second
expected probability distribution pq. Intuitively, KL has a
minimum value of zero when pdata = pg. When pdata(x)
gets closer to zero and pg(x) is non-zero, the effect of pg(x)
will then be ignored and disregarded [53]. However, both
distributions are equally important. Moreover, it is very clear
that KL divergence is asymmetric measure. Jensen–Shannon
Divergence (JSD) 3 is another measure of similarity between
two probability distributions. It is a symmetric measure and
is bounded by [0, 1]. The advantage of using symmetric
JS divergence instead of asymmetric KL divergence while
training GAN has been discussed in [53], [54]. It turns out
that KL divergence is hard to optimise and that the minimax
converges to its equilibrium between the polices of both
generator and discriminator when the polices can be updated
during the training process while minimising the JSD [55].
To this end, Eq. 10 can be reformulated as follows:
V (D∗,G) = − log 4+ 2 . JSD (pdata||pg) (11)
As explained previously, the global optimality of V (D,G)
is achieved when pg = pdata. In such a case, V (D∗,G) is
obtained as in Eq. 11.
2KL(p||q) = log p(x)q(x) is a term that quantifying the KL divergence
between two distributions p and q; it measures how one probability







2 ) is a term that quantifying the
JS divergence between two distributions p and q
Algorithm 1: Minibatch Stochastic Gradient Descent
Training of GAN for Generating Synthetic Faulty
Samples
for number of training steps on faulty samples do
for number of k steps to train discriminator do
• Sample a minibatch of m noise samples
{z1, · · · , zm} from noise prior pg(z)
• Sample a minibatch of m samples
{x1, · · · , xm} from data distribution pdata(x)
• Update the discriminator models θd by








• Sample a minibatch of m noise samples
{z1, · · · , zm} from noise prior pg(z)
• Update the generator model parameters θg by








Generate N synthetic faulty data samples from
learned Generator model
2) GAN TRAINING PROCESS
The value functions of both players are typically defined in
terms of their model parameters θg and θd . The discriminator
aims to maximise V (θd , θg) while it has only control on θd ,
while the generator aims to minimise V (θd , θg) while only
controlling θg. The GAN training process (shown in Alg. 1)
for cost function V (G,D) (in Eq. 7) includes two gradient
steps simultaneously: one updating θd to maximise V (D) and
one updating θg to minimise V (G). Adam [56] is often used
as a gradient-based optimisation algorithm for learning both
models’ parameters. To this end, the discriminator model
parameters θd is learned for aminibatch ofm failure examples
by ascending its stochastic gradient in Eq. 12, while generator
model parameters θg is learned by descending its stochastic













C. CONDITIONAL GAN (CGAN)
In the standard GAN (shown in Alg. 1 and from [30]),
the generative model G(z) is trained without having control
on the type of faulty data being generated. In Conditional
GAN (CGAN) [57], the generator and discriminator are
conditioned on auxiliary information y, where y is the failure
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class labels. The conditioning on class failure label is formed
by feeding the label y into both generator and discriminator.
This allows the generatorG(z|y) to learn to generate synthetic
faulty data samples for a particular type of failure labelled
through y. In such a case, the objective function of the
minimax game of the standard GAN (in Eq. 7) can be





V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)
D output for real
faulty data of type y︷ ︸︸ ︷
[logD(x|y)]
+Ez∼pz(z) [log(1− D(G(z|y)))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
D output for generated
fake faulty data of type y
(14)
Similar to the standard GAN, the CGAN training process
for cost function V (G,D) includes two gradient steps simul-
taneously. In principle, Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 are reformulated













D. WASSERSTEIN GAN (WGAN)
The traditional GAN may result in model collapse whereby
the generator reaches a state in which it always produces
the same synthetic output (e.g., same faulty samples or
image). Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) is an alternative to tra-
ditional GAN. It employs the Wasserstein distance measure
(W) between two probability distributions in the training
process, which allows a smoother gradient. The main goal
of WGAN is to provide an efficient approximation of the
W distance that provides high synthetic sample quality.
As such, the WGAN averts model collapse as it follows a
more stable training process and offers better learning for
hyperparameter search [58]–[60]. In general, Wasserstein
distanceW (pdata, pg) between the two distributions is defined
as follows:
W (pdata, pg) = inf
γ∼5(pdata,pg)
E(x,y)∼γ [‖x − y‖] (17)
where 5(pdata, pg) is the set of all joint probability dis-
tributions of γ (x, y) whose marginals are pdata and pg,
respectively. In principle, γ (x, y) describes the percentage of
faulty data distribution that should be transported from x to
y such that the distribution of real faulty samples pdata is
transformed into pg that will be used to generate synthetic
faulty samples. More precisely, Eq. 17 indicates the cost of
such an optimal transport plan. However, the infimum in
Eq. 17 makes it intractable. Using Kantorovich-Rubinstein
duality [61], Eq. 17 can be simplified to Eq. 18:
W (pdata, pg) = sup
||f ||L≤1
Ex∼pdata [f (x)]− Ex∼pg [f (x)] (18)
where supremum is over f that is 1-Lipschitz functions where
the general form of K-Lipschitz function is ||f ||L ≤ K for
some a Lipschitz constant K . K-Lipschitz function has a
constraint to satisfy |f (x1) − f (x2)| ≤ K |x1 − x2|, where
K ≥ 0, ∀x1, x2 ∈ R andK is independent from x1 and x2 [58].
In such a case, ||f ||L ≤ 1 can be replaced (in Eq. 18) by
||f ||L ≤ K whereK = 1. In order to solve Eq. 18, we suppose
that function f comes from a parameterised family of
K-Lipschitz continuous functions {fw}w∈W . An assumption
has been made in [58] that by attaining the supremum in
Eq. 18 for some w ∈ W ,W (pdata, pg) can then be calculated.
In principle, we can calculate the Wasserstein distance by
finding a 1-Lipschitz function that can be learned by DNN
parameterised on weights w in a compact spaceW . By back-
proping via Eq. 18, W (pdata, pg) can be differentiating via
estimating Ez∼p(z)[∇θ fw(gθ (z))], where pg is the distribution
of gθ (Z ) with Z a random variable with density p and fw is
the set of 1-Lipschitz function.
In the view of the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality for
calculating the Wasserstein distance, the value function






V (D, gθ ) = Ex∼pdata(x)
D output for real
faulty data︷ ︸︸ ︷
[D(x)]
+Ez∼pz(z) [D(gθ (z))]︸ ︷︷ ︸
D output for generated
fake faulty data
(19)
where F is the set of 1-Lipschitz functions. Similar to GAN,
WGAN has a discriminator D; however, it is not a classifier,
but instead, it is a model with a critic that scores the realness
or fakeness of a given sample, as shown in Figure 3 (right).
More precisely, it’s a real-valued function that aims to learn
w in a compact space W to find a good fw [58]. To train
the discriminator, Arjovsky et al. [58] specify a family of
functions fw by DNN, and a weighted clipping is then applied
that aims to enforce the Lipschitz continuity. More precisely,
to maintain the Lipschitz continuity of fw during the training,
upon every gradient update, the weights w are clipped to be
within a small window, e.g., [−0.01, 0.01]. This results in
having a compact parameter spaceW and obtaining the bound
of fw that preserves the Lipschitz continuity.
Analogous to GANwhere Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence
implicitly employed, the learning in WGAN is based on
minimising the Wasserstein distance between the real faulty
sample distribution pdata and leaned generator distribution pg
that can be represented as in [58] as follows:
W (pdata, pg) = max
w∈W
Ex∼pdata [fw(x)]− Ez∼p(z)[fw(gθ (z))]
(20)
Given an optimal discriminator which is also known as a
critic (i.e., because it is not trained to classify), minimising
the value function in Eq. 19 with respect to generator’s
parameters minimised W (pdata, pg) in Eq. 20 [62]. The
WGAN training procedure to generate faulty synthetic
samples is summarised in Alg. 2, and the proof of optimality
of WGAN is detailed in [58].
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Algorithm 2: WGAN for Generating Synthetic Faulty
Samples
Require: α: learning rate, c: clipping parameter, m:
batch size, ncritic: number of iterations of the critic per
generator iteration, w0: initial critic parameters, and θ0:
initial generator’s parameters
while θ has not converged do
for t = 0, · · · ncritic do
• Sample a minibatch of m noise samples
{z1, · · · , zm} from noise prior pg(z)
• Sample a minibatch of m samples













w← w+ α. RMSProp(w, gw)
w← clip(w,−c, c)
end
• Sample a minibatch of m noise samples




θ ← θ − α. RMSProp(θ, gθ )
end
Generate N synthetic faulty data samples from
learned Generator model
To enforce the Lipschitz constraint without clipping
the discriminator’s weights, Gulrajani et al. [62] have
introduced the WGAN gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) which
incorporates a penalised gradient such that the norm of the
discriminator’s output with respect to its input is constrained.
This results in reformulating Eq. 19 as follows:
L(D) =
Original critic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ex∼pg(x)[D(x)]− Ex∼pdata(x)[D(x)]




where the last term is a soft version of the constraint with
a penalty on the gradient norm for random samples x̂ ∼
p(x̂). The training procedure for WGAN-GP incorporating
the gradient’s penalty is summarised Alg. 3, and the detailed
discussion on how WGAN can be improved using Eq. 21 is
discussed in [62].
E. WASSERSTEIN CGAN (WCGAN)
Wasserstein CGAN (WCGAN) is often discussed under
WCGAN as in [63] or CWGAN as in [64], [65]. Similar
to CGAN discussed in Section IV-C, the generator and
discriminator in WCGAN can be conditioned on the failure
class labels y, as auxiliary information. WCGAN incorpo-
rates a penalised gradient to constrain discriminator’s output,
analogous to the WGAN-GP shown in Alg. 3. However,
differently fromWGAN-GP in Alg. 3, the objective functions
Algorithm 3: WGAN-GP: WGAN With Gradient
Penalty λ for Generating Synthetic Faulty Samples
Require: λ: gradient penalty coefficient,
ncritic: number of iterations of the critic per generator
iteration, m: batch size, w0: initial critic parameters, α:
Adam learning rate (i.e., step-size),
β1, β2: Adam exponential decay rates, and θ0: initial
generator’s parameters
while θ has not converged do
for t = 1, · · · ncritic do
for i = 1, · · ·m do
• Sample a real sample x ∼ pdata
• Sample a latent variable z ∼ pg(z)
• Select a random number ε ∼ U [0, 1]
x̃ ← Gθ (z)
x̂ ← εx + (1− ε)x̃
Li← Ex∼pg(x)[D(x)]−
Ex∼pdata(x)[D(x)] +








Li,w, α, β1, β2)
end
Sample a minibatch of m noise/latent samples
{z1, · · · , zm} from noise prior pg(z)
θ ← Adam (∇θ 1m
∑m
i=1−Dw(Gθ (z)), θ, α,
β1, β2)
end
Generate N synthetic faulty data samples from
learned Generator model
in WCGAN are conditioned on the type of failure y. As such,
the objective function of the minimax game of the WGAN-
GP (in Eq. 21) can be formulated to incorporate class failure
label y as follows:
L(D) =
Original critic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ex∼pg(x)[D(x|y)]− Ex∼pdata(x)[D(x|y)]




where x̂ is a penalty on the gradient norm for random samples
x̂ ∼ p(x̂). The main objective function of the generator L(G)
is expressed conditionally on a label y as follows:
L(G) = −Ex∼pg(x)[D(x|y)] (23)
Zheng et al. [64] have used WCGAN-GP as an over-
sampling approach to generate realistic minority samples
based on learning the real distribution of available minority
samples. In comparison to WGAN-GP, the authors show that
incorporating the class label in theWCGAN-GP increases the
quality of synthetic generative data. The same observation
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is drawn in [66], where the authors have constrained their
WCGAN-based model conditionally on some features (e.g.
colours) to generate better cartoon images from sketch
images. Furthermore, Qin and Jiang [63] have discussed the
main shortcoming of WGAN model in speech enhancement
task; the task that aims to improve the performance of speech
systems in a noisy environment. Although WGAN learns
well the characteristics of the speech data, the model tends
to overfit while training on low-data environments. To this
end, the authors have introduced an improved objective
function upon WCGAN-GP to improve the performance
of speech enhancement task. The improved WCGAN-GP
conditionally on a variety of features in voice data makes it
possible to improve the speech quality. However, there was
no comparison with other existing GAN-based models.
Liu et al. [67] have tackled the limited availability of
training dataset to predict the illegal accesses for the Internet
of Vehicles (IoV) applications. In particular, WCGAN has
been used to generate synthetic illegal access data such
that there is a balance between the legal and illegal access
dataset. The simulation results show that WCGAN converges
faster than traditional GAN and thus, improves the prediction
accuracy and reducing false-negative rate. However, there
was no comparison between WCGAN and WGAN.
Recently, WCGAN-based model has also been developed
to generate faulty samples conditioned on fault categories
to improve the performance of fault diagnosis in industrial
applications [65]. In comparison to traditional GAN, the pro-
posed WCGAN-based generates good quality data of faulty
synthetic samples. Hence, it improves the prediction accuracy
(by 3% after over-sampling faulty examples) for faults and
avoids over-fitting. However, there is no comparison to other
GAN-based approaches.
Based on these studies, WCGAN-based methods tend
to avoid over-fitting the training data and to converge
faster in different applications, including industrial sce-
narios. In this work, we present the first comprehensive
evaluation of different GAN-based methods for predictive
analytics in manufacturing applications, including WCGAN.
Furthermore, we extend the evaluation to encompass data-
based, algorithm-based and hybrid methods for improving
the prediction accuracy of manufacturing faults. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first statistical analysis
framework for measuring the effectiveness of dealing with
data imbalance when used in predictive analytics.
V. PERFORMANCE METRICS
In the recent advances made to circumvent the challenge of an
imbalanced dataset, it has become apparent that while some
methods are successful for a given classification problem,
they may ultimately fail in the imbalanced classification
task. What are the governing factors that render a method
successful? What are the dataset aspects that dictate the
correct method to apply?What is an adequate metric to gauge
the effectiveness of a method, particularly in the context of
manufacturing? This is the first work that offers a statistical
analysis framework to answer these questions, where we
propose four performance metrics. The first two extract two
essential dataset features: the level of skewness or imbalance
ratio and the goodness of the allocated label using the
Silhouette coefficient. The third measures the effectiveness
of the predictive analytics by quantifying revealing indicators
such as the precision, recall and F1-scores. The last, applies to
data-based methods only as it measures the fit of the synthetic
samples in comparison with the real data samples.
A. IMBALANCE RATIO
In a dataset with two classes, an Imbalance Ratio (IR) is
defined as a proportion of the number of samples in the
majority class to the number of samples in the minority
class. Referring to the problem formulation in Section II,
the majority class in a manufacturing problem is the number
of good samples labelled yj = 0, while the minority
represents the defects labelled yj = 1, where J = {1, 2 · · ·M}
and M is the total number of data samples. This ratio can be
calculated using information entropy.
Entropy measures quantify the information about the
outcome class, given the class distribution. Shannon’s entropy
is one of the most widely entropy measures [68]. In general,
given a dataset with k number of classes, let Y be a class
variable or label with k modalities (i.e., the number of
classes), Y = {y1, · · · yk} with frequentist probabilities of
p = (p1, · · · pk ) where
k∑
i=1
pi = 1 and pi ≥ 0 ∀ i = 1, . . . k .
The Shannon entropy H of the probabilities distribution can




pi log pi (24)
where pi =
|ci|
M is the frequentist probability of a class labelled
yi, with ci is the cluster of all |ci| samples with yi label out
of a total of M data samples. With this metric, H −→ 0 if
the dataset is very unbalanced and H −→ log k if the data
is balanced. Normalising the entropy H in Eq. 24 by log k









where IR tends to be 0 when the data is highly imbalanced
and 1 when the data is balanced.
B. SILHOUETTE COEFFICIENT
In section III, we have discussed some of the conditional
generative methods that create synthetic data samples of
minority class dependent on its labels (e.g. type of quality
issues or faults). In order to group the minority data samples
into k clusters, clustering approaches are used to identify
natural groupings of the minority class. Silhouette coefficient
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is a single score that is widely used for measuring the quality
of clustering results [69].
Silhouette coefficient measures how well the separation
between the clusters independently from the number of
clusters. In principle, it measures how each sample in a cluster
is close (i.e., similar) to other samples in the same cluster
when comparing to other samples in other clusters [70].
The coefficient has a value ∈ [−1, 1]. A high value of the
coefficient means a better structure for the clusters. The




, ∀i = 1, · · ·M (26)
where M is the total number of samples, and d(i) is the
average dissimilarity of the sample xi = {ai,1, · · · , ai,M } to
other samples with the same label yi and b(i) is the average
dissimilarity of the same with respect to the closest cluster
with a different label. The average value of s(i) for all samples
measures the quality of how well the M samples in the input
data are clustered.
C. FAULT AND QUALITY PREDICTION
In a highly imbalanced dataset, predictive models tend
to be biased towards the majority class; having a high
misclassification rate for the minority class. Such a bias
in manufacturing predictive analytics is detrimental to the
quality and cost of the end product. Therefore, there is a
need for the classifier to provide high accuracy in predicting
the minority class (e.g. defects) without deteriorating the
classification performance of the majority class [12], [71].
Using a single criterion, such as the overall accuracy or error
rate, fails to discern the failed predictions related to defects
when the availability of faulty data samples is limited. To this
end, more informative evaluation metrics, such as precision
and recall, are proposed to capture the effectiveness of the
classification method in the presence of imbalanced data.
Precision quantifies the ratio of the correctly predicted
faulty samples among all predicted samples in a classification
model. Recall is another metric that measures the ratio
of the correctly predicted faulty samples among all actual
faulty samples in the dataset (regardless of the classification).





where TP represents the number of correctly classified faults,
and FP represents the number of faultless samples that have
been incorrectly classified as faulty. Recall, on the other
hand, is expressed as follows, where FN is the number of
faulty samples that are classified as faultless and TP + FN





Precision tends to measure how well the fault prediction
algorithm can reduce the number of faultless samples that are
misclassified – reducing false alarms. The probability of false
alarm can also be captured by computing the false positive





On the other hand, recall (often referred to as sensitivity or
TP rate (TPR)), measures howwell the fault prediction model
learns to predict the actual faulty samples correctly – reducing
the number of undetected faults (i.e., faulty samples that are
predicted as faultless samples). However, neither precision
nor recall provides a conclusive evaluation of the imbalanced
classification model. Good recall value often levels out a
reduced precision value and vice-versa. F1-score provides a
way to combine the precision and recall (Eq. 27 and Eq. 28).
It is also known as F-Measure. It takes into account false
alarms and undetected faults – weighting the precision and
recall equally. High F1-score means perfect precision and
recall scores. F1-score is given by:




Another informativemeasure is the receiver operating charac-
teristic curve (ROC), which is a graphical plot that illustrates
the diagnostic ability of a binary classifier. The ROC curve
is created by plotting the recall (in Eq. 28) or TPR against
the FPR (in Eq. 29) at various discrimination threshold
settings. The discriminating threshold value controls the
classification decision based on the probabilistic output of the
classifier (Please refer to Section VI-D for more details about
the discrimination threshold). Similarly, the precision-recall
curve (PRC) is another interpretation of the output of a binary
classifier where the precision (in Eq. 27) is plotted against the
recall (in Eq. 28) at various potential discrimination threshold
settings.
ROC curves are appropriate when the data is relatively
balanced between classes – having an equal number of data
samples for each class in the dataset. However, with severely
imbalanced class distributions, PRC curves tend to be a more
informative measure that offers to find an optimal threshold
that achieves a right balance between precision and recall,
hence considering class distributions. Thus, in the context of
manufacturing predictive analytics, we propose to calculate
the Precision, Recall, F1-score, and PRC curve in addition to
general accuracy and success rate for an in-depth evaluation
of the effectiveness of the method adopted.
D. DATA GENERATION
Data-based methods for curtailing the challenges of imbal-
anced dataset employ different over-sampling generative
approaches for the creation of new samples from the minority
class. These approaches aim to minimise the distance
between the real and generated distributions. Nonetheless,
it is crucial to measure the quality of generated data by
quantifying how similar generated data and the original data
are [57], [72], [73]. To this end, we need to develop a
single score to compare the quality of generated samples
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of different over-sampling methods. Several metrics and
statistical tests for measuring the similarity between two dis-
tributions exist such as f-divergence (e.g., Hellinger distance,
Jensen–Shannon divergence) [73], Wasserstein distance [74]
which is also known as Kantorovich–Rubinstein metric and
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS-test) [75], [76], among
others.
KS-test is widely used in hypothesis testing for the
comparison of the cumulative distribution functions (cdf) of
given distributions [77], [78]. Suppose the real and generated
data have a size of R and G samples, respectively. Let FR(x)
and F ′G(x) be the cdf of real and generated data distributions,
respectively. The KS-statistic is defined as the maximum
distance between the two cdfs:
DMG = maxx |FM (x)− F ′G(x)| (31)
where DRG is the maximum absolute difference between
the cdfs of the distributions of the real and generated data
samples. In principle, the KS-statistic has a value ∈ [0, 1]
that defines the overlap between the two distributions; 0 for
perfect overlap and 1 for no overlap. Therefore, the KS-
dissimilarity can be thought of as the fractional difference
between the two distributions [79]. A null hypothesis H0 :
F = F ′ is defined to check their overlap; if the distributions
of the generated and real faulty data samples are statistically
similar. To this end, a q-value is obtained representing the
hypothesis probability, taking into account the comparison
between DRG and a critical value C(α) such that the null






where C(α) is a size-independent function with α as the
chosen significance level for statistical significance. For q <
α, the null hypothesis is rejected. This means the distribution
of the generated data doesn’t converge to the real faulty data
samples, and they aren’t statistically similar. In such a case,
the generative method generates poor quality data samples.
In contrast, for q > α, the hypothesis is accepted, and this
implies a high quality of generated data samples. In principle,
the selected significance value of α impacts recognising the
statistical significance between the two distributions.
For a small α value, a substantial difference between
the two distributions is required for rejecting the null
hypothesis, indicating a higherDRG value. On the other hand,
a significantly large α means that having small differences
between the two distributions are magnified – leading the null
hypothesis to be rejected regardless of small DRG values.
VI. FRAMEWORK EVALUATION
As introduced in Section I, the proposed framework is not
tailored for a particular dataset but is designed to address
the challenge of data imbalance that results from an IoT-rich
(smart) manufacturing environment. This is purposely a
large domain and encompasses smart environments such
as industrial or mechanical systems. Indeed, our main
contribution is to present such a framework that is not
tailored to a particular dataset but is able to extract the
pertinent characteristics of any given dataset to guide the
user in selecting the appropriate ML approach. This section
explains the real-world dataset used in our evaluation which
is based on heavy trucks’ air pressure system. The details
of the pre-processing phase, the classifiers parameterisation,
and post-processing steps are also presented. The evaluation
framework discussed in Section V is then used to assess the
effectiveness of each method.
A. AIR PRESSURE FAILURE DATA
The Air Pressure System (APS) plays a vital role in heavy
Scania trucks. In principle, APS is a system that generates
pressurised air to be used in various functions in a truck, such
as gear changes and braking. The APS Scania dataset was
collected from heavy Scania trucks and was made available
by the Industrial Challenge for IDA 2016.4 Each instance
in the dataset is classified as positive or negative. The APS
is, thus, an example of smart mechanical systems and fits
for the purpose of framework validation since it has a high
degree of bias. Although the data is collected from trucks in
operation, the insights drawn from analysing this data reflect
on the quality of the manufacturing process and highlight
manufacturing issues when linked to other datasets such as
factory (e.g. factory Identification) and batch numbers.
The positive class indicates that reported failures are
related to the APS system, while the negative class includes
all other instances that have other types of faults. Differently
from the common binary classification in manufacturing
datasets (faulty and faultless), in this case, both classes
reflect faults. Nonetheless, the positive class remains the
less frequent type of APS-related faults, hence represents the
minority class.Whereas, non-APS related faults aremany and
form the majority class, i.e. the positive class.
The main goal is to develop a binary predictive model that
correctly identifies failures related to APS. An APS failure
that is not predicted prior to its occurrence would incur a
drastic cost on Scania. Thus the predictive model is expected
to perform well in terms of accuracy in general but also in
detecting false alarms (misclassifying other failures as APS)
or missed alarms (i.e., misclassifying an APS failure as that
of another component).
Scania has provided training and testing datasets for APS.
The training set contains 60, 000 rows, of which only 1, 000
instances belong to the positive class (i.e., faulty samples that
are related to APS) and 59, 000 for the negative class (i.e.,
faulty samples that are not associated with APS). Each row
includes 171 anonymised features, one of which is the label
(i.e., target class) column to indicate APS-related faults (i.e.,
positive class) or other faults (i.e., negative class). The testing
set consists of 16, 000 instances, of which only 375 instances
belong to the positive class.
4https://ida2016.blogs.dsv.su.se/?page_id=1387
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The APS dataset is therefore biased with a high imbalance
ratio between positive and negative classes [13], [80]. Indeed,
1.7% of the entire training set represents APS-related faulty
samples (i.e., positive samples), while the remaining 98.3%
belongs to other faulty samples (i.e., negative samples). It is
expected that, with such imbalanced data, the predictive
models would tend to be biased towards the majority class
(i.e., non-APS faulty samples) and less sensitive towards the
minority class (i.e., APS-related faulty samples) [18].
In addition to the dataset, Scania has provided a mis-
classification cost metric for the APS dataset. As discussed
previously in Section III-B, the cost of predicting false
negatives (CFN ) is much higher than false positives, i.e. false
alarms (CFP). In Scania APS scenario, the cost of the former
is CFN = AC500, while the latter is CFP = AC10 [80].
In principle, CFP refers to the cost of unnecessary checks
carried by a mechanic as a result of false alarms. On the other
hand,CFN refers to undetected APS-related faults which may
cause the truck to break down; hence, it is the incurred cost
of downtime and repair. By substituting these cost values in
Eq. 2, the total cost that should be minimised for predicting
APS-related faulty samples is expressed as follows:
TCost = m CFP + n CFN
= m× 10+ n× 500
(33)
where n is the number of undetected APS-related faulty
samples (missed alarms), andm is the number of false alarms.
The Scania APS dataset is suitable for the evaluation
of the data-driven methods introduced in Section III-A for
dealing with the imbalanced data problem in manufacturing.
Furthermore, the manufacturer’s cost-sensitive function gives
a domain expert’s perception of the impact of different
misclassification errors on the manufacturing process. It can,
therefore, be implemented as an effective algorithmic-based
approach (as discussed in Section III-B) as well as hybrid
approaches that combine both data-driven and algorithm-
based methods (as discussed in Section III-C).
B. DATA PRE-PROCESSING
As shown in Figure 1, data pre-processing includes essential
and optional procedures. Data cleaning is essential to any
classification exercise and aims to compensate for missing
values, among other issues. The APS dataset contains up to
82% of missing values per feature. We have replaced the
missing values by the mean imputation method as in [80].
In such a method, all missing values in a particular column in
the dataset are substitutedwith themean value of the available
values in that column.
The pre-processing phase also includes the optional
procedures for reducing the number of features of a multi-
dimensional dataset to facilitate its interpretation. The APS
dataset contains 171 features, one of which is the label
class (i.e., to indicate if the faulty sample is APS-related or
other). To reduce the number of features (i.e., dimensions),
we use Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA simplifies
the complexity of high-dimensional data by geometrically
projecting it into fewer dimensions that maximise the
variance, called Principal Components (PCs). The primary
goal of PCA is to obtain the best summary of the data using
a limited number of PCs [81]. In this process, we found
that 11 principal components are sufficient to capture 95%
of the information in the dataset – having a cumulative
explained variance percentage of 95%. The number of
principal components was found to be a good indication to
hit the point of diminishing returns (i.e., a little variance
is gained by retaining additional principal components).
We have included more details about the steps that yielded
the number 11 in Appendix A.
Data augmentation is another optional pre-processing
procedure, as discussed in Section III-A. We describe the
methodology that we adopted with the APS dataset for
different data augmentation techniques in Section IV. In the
following paragraph, we elaborate on the selection of data
augmentation methods used in the hybrid combinations of
this study.
C. PREDICTIVE MODELS WITH APS IMBALANCED DATA
We have developed three different machine learning pre-
dictive models to detect APS-related faults (i.e., positive or
minority class) or Non-APS-related faults (i.e., negative or
majority class). The three models are Logistic Regression
(LR) [82], Random Forest (RF) [83] and XGBoost [84].
These models are represented as ML Classifiers in Figure 1.
We have used these binary classification models to make
a fair empirical comparison between the different counter-
balancing techniques explained in Section. IV). Given that
the original APS dataset is highly imbalanced, it calls
for procedures to generate synthetic APS-related failure
data samples for the Ready-to-use training set, as shown
in Figure 1. We have conducted a set of experiments that
can be grouped into the following five cases. Each of
these cases represents a group of experiments with common
pre-processing methods but use different classifiers. The
performancemetrics for these experiments are reported based
on their total cost in addition to their achieved accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1-score (discussed in Section. V-C).
• Case I: evaluating the classifier algorithms using the
original training data without data augmentation. Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA) is employed in the
pre-processing phase to simplify the complexity of our
high-dimensional data.
• Case II: using SMOTE to generate synthetic samples
of APS-related faulty samples such that the original
training dataset is augmented with new synthetic minor-
ity samples. PCA is also applied in the pre-processing
phase, and each experiment is repeated for different
imbalance ratios (explained in Section. V-A).
• Case III: using GAN andWGAN for data augmentation.
PCA is also applied in the pre-processing phase, and
each experiment is repeated for different imbalance
ratios. Moreover, the quality of generated samples is
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evaluated using the performance metric discussed in
Section. V-D.
• Case IV: clustering the APS-faulty samples; clusters are
reported based on the metric discussed in Section. V-
B to measure the separability between clusters. More
precisely, we measure the distance between each data
sample, the centroid of its assigned cluster and the
closest centroid belonging to another cluster. We then
use CGAN and WCGAN to generate synthetic samples
conditioned on the cluster assigned to minority data
samples. For these set of experiments, we also apply
PCA, and we calculate the same performance metrics
as in Case III for various imbalanced ratios.
It should be noted that the four cases mentioned here aim
to minimise the total cost of misclassification. To this end,
we tune the hyperparameters of the classification algorithm
using 5-fold cross-validation in such a way that the total
cost of misclassification of APS-related faulty samples (in
Eq. 33) is minimised. In other words, each of the described
four cases implements algorithm-based methods to curtail the
pitfalls of imbalanced datasets. Case I falls in the category
of cost-sensitive approaches (discussed in Section. III-B).
Indeed, all three classifier algorithms (LR, RF, and XGBoost)
in Case I are trained to minimise the cost matrix for binary
misclassification without modifying the original training
dataset. On the other hand, all other cases are considered
hybrid methods (discussed in Section III-C). In each of these
cases, the original training dataset is augmented by generating
synthetic APS-related faulty samples (the number of minority
class samples is increased to compare to the majority class).
At the same time, the three classifiers are trained, and their
parameters are tuned for minimising a misclassification cost
matrix. Thus, Cases II, III, and IV combine data-driven and
algorithmic-based approaches, hence fall under the hybrid
category.
D. THRESHOLD FOR IMBALANCED CLASSIFICATION
The RF, LR and XGBoost classifiers output a probability that
estimates the likelihood of associating a class label to each
of the data samples in the testing dataset. This probability
gives some confidence in the label prediction. In principle,
the output probability is then converted to a discrete class
label in the post-processing phase (see Figure 1). In a binary
classifier, this is achieved by using a threshold that is referred
to as a decision threshold, a discrimination threshold or a
cut-off. The default threshold value is often set to 50% or
0.5 when the dataset is balanced, as shown in Figure 4.
However, a decision threshold of 0.5 may not provide an
optimal interpretation of predicted probabilities in the case
of imbalanced datasets. To this end, the decision threshold is
moved along the x-axis in Figure 4 to compensate for the data
imbalance and improve the prediction results. This is referred
to as threshold-moving method in the post-processing phase
of classifiers [85].
The decision threshold is selected with the aim of minimis-
ing the probabilities of FP and FN, as shown in Figure 4.
FIGURE 4. Decision boundary to find the optimal threshold th
y = 1 for APS faulty samples; y = 0 for Non-APS samples
TP: True Positive, FP: False Positive (i.e., false alarm), TN: True Negative,
and FN: False Negative.
Referring to our problem formulation in Section II, label
y = 1 represent the minority class whereas y = 0 refers
to the majority class. Then for a sample x, when a classifier
outputs a probability p(y = 1|x) >= th, it is classified
as positive sample, otherwise as a negative sample. The
threshold-moving method aims to adjust the value of the
decision threshold in order to improve the predictions. Given
a threshold centered at the value th = 0.5, suppose that a
data sample x1 has a probability p(y = 1|x1) = 0.6 such
as p(y = 1|x1) > p(y = 0|x1); it is thus classified as
belonging to the minority class. Another data sample x2 with
p(y = 0|x2) = 0.8 and p(y = 0|x2) > p(y = 1|x2) is
classified as belonging to them majority class. If, however,
the threshold is moved to th = 0.85 or 85%, then x2 will
be assigned to the minority class instead of majority because
p(y = 0|x2) < th. On the other hand, With th = 0.85, x1
would remained in the minority class since p(y = 1|x1) < th.
According to the threshold moving method, a sample is
only classified as belonging to the majority class if the
classifier’s confidence in this classification is higher than
the set threshold. In our dataset, this implies that a sample
is considered to be APS-relate fault unless the classifier is
highly confident of the fault not relating to APS. As discussed
in Section V-C, the optimum value to the decision threshold
for imbalanced dataset is derived using the precision-recall-
curve (PCR).
In [13], the moving threshold approach is associated with
the confidence level of a given sample belonging to the
majority class. The best results of predicting APS faulty
samples were obtained based on using a decision threshold of
th = 95%. In this moving threshold application, the selected
threshold determines whether an instance belongs to a major-
ity class (i.e., non-APS-related faulty samples or negative
samples). In principle, a data sample is only classified as
a non-APS fault if the related confidence level exceeds the
particular threshold (i.e., ≥ 95% ); otherwise, it is classified
as an APS related fault.
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TABLE 2. Case I: performance of classifiers on actual data (PCs = 11) without augmenting synthetic faulty data samples.
Following the same work on APS dataset in [13], [80],
[86], we incorporate a threshold moving method as a post-
processing phase of classifiers in our conducted experiments.
In such a case, the precision-recall curve (PCR explained
previously in Section. V-C) is utilised to obtain the list of
the potential threshold values. The value of this threshold is
optimised whilst minimising the total misclassification cost.
In such a case, the best threshold is selected that achieves the
minimum cost.
E. PARAMETER SETTINGS AND REPRODUCIBILITY
We have developed and evaluated the classification algo-
rithms and the experiments explained above in Python. The
scikit-learn (sklearn) library provides the main implemen-
tations of these algorithms [87]. In sklearn, we are able to
incorporate class-specific weights in the loss function of
LR and RF algorithms. Similar to [13], the weight of each
class is automatically adjusted to be inversely proportional to
class frequencies. SMOTE is also implemented and available
in imbalanced-learn API.5 In each experiment, we only
mention the parameter settings if they are different from
the default values in sklearn and imbalanced-learn API.
On the other hand, our GAN-based approaches are adapted
from the available open-source GAN-Sandbox.6 To ensure
the reproducibility of our results, we have made the code
and dataset of our implementations available and have also
provided details of a configurable experimental set-up at:
https://github.com/YasminFathy/HandleImbalancedDatasets
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss and analyse the results of our four
sets of experiments discussed in Section. VI-C.
A. CASE I
Table 2 shows the results of Case I where LR, RF and
XGBoost are trained on the original data and tested on
the testing set. As mentioned previously, we apply PCA in
the pre-processing phase and the moving threshold method
during the post-processing step as detailed in Section VI-D.
The reported results in Table 2 are derived after finding
the optimal decision threshold empirically such that a
minimum total cost is achieved. The threshold values for LR,
RF and XGBoost are 65.5%, 70% and 98.2%, respectively.
Each threshold value was obtained based on optimising
the minimum cost while aiming to achieve a trade-off
between precision and recall through using the precision-
5https://imbalanced-learn.readthedocs.io/en/stable/api.html
6https://github.com/mjdietzx/GAN-Sandbox
recall curve (PRC) (as discussed in Section. V-C). In Case I
experiments, XGBoost achieves the best results with a total
cost of AC12,230 as highlighted in Table. 2. Our results are
aligned with the work in [49] where a boosting-based method
achieves less total cost than RF.
The results obtained in Case I show that the accuracy is
not an informative metric to measure the overall performance
of an imbalanced binary classification. As shown in Table 2,
LR achieves 94% accuracy which is equivalent to only
1% deterioration compared to XGboost results of 95%.
Furthermore, the results of both classifiers with respect
to Recall and Precision are exactly the same. However,
examining the total cost achieved by each classifier reveals
that XGBoost indeed outperforms LR by a significant margin
of 26%. On the other hand, in comparison with RF, LR has
better accuracy by 1% and exactly the same F1-score.
However, the cost reduction achieved by RF in comparison
with LR is also a significant margin of 17%. These results
further demonstrate the discussion around context-aware
performance measurement presented in Section. V. In fact,
using a single criterion such as precision, recall, F1-score or
accuracy metrics fails to discern the critical performance of a
classifier in the presence of imbalanced datasets.
B. CASE II
Table 3 shows the results of Case II where LR, RF and
XGBoost are trained on the Ready-to-use training data to
which we have applied PCA and data augmentation (for the
minority class only) using SMOTE. The original training
dataset has an imbalance ratio of IR = 0.1 (Eq. 25) which
corresponds to 1000 minority samples over 59000 majority
samples. Using SMOTE for data augmentation, we have a
total number of 2000, 5000, 10, 000 minority samples for
IR equal to 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, respectively. We do not alter
the number of majority samples and do not alter the testing
dataset, as shown in Figure 1.
The results shown in Table 3 include those obtained in
Case I (reported in Table 2 and are aligned in terms of
classifier ranking. The best performance of each classifier
for different IR settings is highlighted in bold. As can
be seen, XGBoost outperforms RF, which is followed by
LR. However, it is worth noting that despite the three data
augmentation levels (IR={0.2, 0.4, 0.6}), the performance
gain of the classifiers remains limited. LR and RF achieve
the minimal cost reduction of 1.6% and 2.8%, respectively,
whereas XGBoost does not benefit from data augmentation.
XGBoost fails to reduce the number of false positives (i.e.,
false alarms) as more synthetic faulty data samples are
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TABLE 3. Case II: performance of classifiers with augmenting artificial faulty data samples obtained using SMOTE to original data (with PCs=11).
generated by SMOTE. Unlike, LR and RF that incorporate
class-specific weights in the loss function, XGBoost equally
weights misclassified samples, and its performance often
becomes subtle with imbalanced data, and it has to be com-
bined with other ensembling methods to improve imbalanced
classification [88].
C. CASE III
Table 4 shows the results of Case III where LR, RF and
XGBoost are trained on the Ready-to-use training data to
which we have applied PCA and data augmentation (for
the minority class only) using GAN. The same approach to
data augmentation described in Section VII-B with respect
to IR={0.2, 0.4, 0.6} and the testing data is adopted, except
that GAN is used instead of SMOTE. The real and generated
distributions tend to be similar; this is measured using KS-test
(discussed in Section. V-D). The same ranking between the
three classifiers is maintained as in Cases I and II. Moreover,
the same trend seen in Case II, whereby LR performs best
with IR = 0.2 and RF performs best for IR = 0.6.
Although XGBoost still does not benefit from the data
augmentation, RF and LR achieve better cost reduction than
SMOTE with 8.9% and 8.7% improvement compared Case I.
Similar experiments have been conducted byWGAN for data
augmentation.
GAN is a generative model that produces new content
based on the presented training data; however, generated data
might be noisy [31]. For example, in [31], GAN improved the
classification when compared with the original imbalanced
dataset; however, it did not perform better than SMOTE.
Our experiments show different behaviour when comparing
the results obtained in Case I, Case II, and Case III with both
LR and RF classifiers. In both classifiers, SMOTE presents
gain compared to Case I and GAN brings a larger gain
compared to SMOTE. Indeed, we argue that the benefit of
data augmentation and the superiority of GANs over SMOTE
essentially depend on the underlying characteristic of the
minority class and the data complexity.
Table 5 shows the results of Case III using WGAN with
IR={0.2, 0.4, 0.6}. The same ranking between the three
classifiers is maintained as in all previous cases. However,
we see a degradation in performance compared to the results
achieved by GAN (Table 4). With WGAN, the cost reduction
achieved by LR andRF shows a limited improvement of 4.0%
and 5.1% compared Case I.
Analogous to GAN, WGAN tends to converge faster and
being stable during the training. However, WGAN has no
substantial effect on reducing the total classification cost in
our experiments.
D. CASE IV
Table 6 and Table 7 show the results obtained by CGAN
and WCGAN, respectively for each of the classifiers and IR
ratios. It is clear that generating synthetic data conditionally
on the class label did not improve the result in our experiment.
This outcome is also related to the underlying characteristics
of the dataset. When calculating the Silouhette coefficient
(SC) (discussed in Section. V-B) which measured the quality
of clusters in the APS dataset, we find SC = 0.4. This
is obtained by clustering the APS faulty data samples
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TABLE 4. Case III: performance of classifiers with augmenting artificial faulty data samples obtained using GAN to original data (with PCs=11).
TABLE 5. Case III: performance of classifiers with augmenting artificial faulty data samples obtained using WGAN to original data (with PCs=11).
using hierarchical clustering (i.e., agglomerative clustering).
Having SC = 0.4 means that it is quite hard to separate
APS-related fault samples into clusters. For that reason,
conditioning GAN on the cluster label does not bring
any advantage. This outcome further proves our claim in
Section V that there is no one-solution-fits-all when it comes
to binary classification. Moreover, it is essential to examine
the dataset at hand and understand its context to allow a
pertinent choice of classification methods that would prove
effective.
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TABLE 6. Case IV: performance of classifiers with augmenting artificial faulty data samples obtained using CGAN to original data (with PCs=11).
TABLE 7. Case IV: performance of classifiers with augmenting artificial faulty data samples obtained using WCGAN to original data (with PCs=11).
Although WCGAN (in Table 7) shows a slight improve-
ment to WGAN (in Table. 5) by LR and RF achieving 6.5%
and 6.8% gain compared to Case I, the benefit of conditional
training remains limited due to the low Silouhette factor as
explained in Section VII-C.
This is another demonstration of the necessity to under-
stand the intrinsic characteristics of the data before selecting
the data-augmentation method. With the APS dataset, using
the Wasserstein distance between two probability distribu-
tions in the training process instead of the Kullback–Leibler
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divergence does not improve the quality of the generated
synthetic samples. This is clear from the comparison of the
results in Table 4 and those in Table 5 and relates to the
Silouhette Coefficient of the dataset. Further investigation is
left for future work.
VIII. LESSONS LEARNT AND CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
Industry 4.0 offers manufacturing the potential of leveraging
IoT data with machine learning to reap the benefits of
automation and excellence in quality control. A major
obstacle currently facing the progress in this field is the
nature of data generated by manufacturing processes. Indeed,
manufacturing data is overwhelmed with instances of good
performance with few examples of malfunctioning, referred
to as imbalanced data. Since machine learning is a data-
driven learning process, imbalanced data results in biased
learning. In the context of manufacturing, this learning
bias causes most manufacturing faults to go unnoticed and
compromising the quality of the end product. The results
of our study are expected to improve the decision-making
in smart manufacturing by detecting unexpected faults that
affect products’ quality.
In this work, we have presented the first comprehensive
comparative analysis of various methods in the literature that
aim to curtail the curse of data imbalance in the ML process.
We present an evaluation framework that considers all steps
of the process, including data preparation and pre-processing,
classifier design, and post-processing. More importantly,
we set-up a set of key performance indicators that jointly
reveal the effectiveness of each method in a context-aware
fashion.
We have applied our framework on an industry-based
dataset which enabled us to conduct the comparative analysis
and draw key insights with particular application to smart
manufacturing. We summarise key lessons learnt from this
study that we hope will be a useful guide to future research
in this field:
• All the experiments conducted in each of the cases in this
study have been assessed using the proposed evaluation
framework. The overarching insight that can be drawn
from these results is that none of the key metrics, such as
accuracy or F1-score, can be misleading when examined
in isolation. As such, it is essential to inspect the full
spectrum of performance metrics to have a complete
evaluation of the ML techniques used in manufacturing.
• In binary classification, there is no one-solution-fits-
all as the optimum solution depends on the intrinsic
characteristics of the dataset and the context in which
data is collected, and classification results are employed.
Here are a few insights into the role of data and context
in the effectiveness of ML methods:
– Our experiments demonstrate that XGBoost,
empowered with a cost-sensitive function and
context-aware moving threshold, outperforms
Logistic Regression and Random Forest classifiers
in every setting, even without data augmentation.
This shows that a domain expert’s input into the
interpretation of the data is critical in the success of
ML algorithms.
– The similarity between real and generated dis-
tributions is quantified using KS-test to measure
the quality of generated samples. The number of
generated synthetic samples does not have a linear
relation with the performance of the ML algorithm.
In fact, some classifiers perform better with a larger
synthetic dataset, and others do the opposite as
there is a risk of unsuitable augmentation method
generating noise instead of useful data samples.
This is an effect of the interplay between the
underlying data features, the data augmentation
method, and the intrinsic method implemented in
the classifier.
– It is generally believed that conditional GANs
(e.g., CGAN and WCGAN) tend to improve
the classification performance in comparison with
ordinary GANs (e.g., GAN andWGAN). However,
our experiments have demonstrated that this is only
true if applied to a compatible dataset. The APS
dataset used in this work has a low Silhouette
coefficient (i.e., a poor distinction between both
classes); hence, conditioning the training process
on the class label adds little benefit to the end
results. In other words, the APS dataset is not
compatible with conditional GAN derivatives when
conditioned on the class label.
– Augmenting artificial faulty data samples obtained
by GAN achieves a larger gain compared to
SMOTE (using logistic regression). More precisely,
GAN achieves up to 9% cost reduction compared
to the original data (with no augmentation) in
Case III and 7% compared to SMOTE in Case II.
On the other hand, SMOTE improves the predictive
analytics (using random forest) and offers higher
gain comparing with the original data (with no
augmentation) with a cost reduction up to 3% in
Case II
• Overall, it is not always practical to compare our
results with existing similar studies. Most of the studies
including, [49], [86] do not report the parameter settings
of each chosen classifier which makes it a challenging
task to reproduce their experiments. For instance,
authors in [49] achieve a total cost of AC11,090 using RF
as a binary classifier on the original data; however, they
do not report parameter settings, imputation technique,
whether a decision threshold is applied and its value or
other evaluation metrics including precision and recall.
APPENDIX
PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
PCA finds a projection of high dimensional data into a lower-
dimensional subspace such that the maximum variance of the
data is retained and the least-square reconstruction error is
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FIGURE 5. The cumulative variance explained by different number of
principal components.
minimised. Figure. 5 shows the cumulative variance retained
by a different number of principal components. We found
that 11 principal components are sufficient to capture 95%
of the variance in the dataset where a little variance of data is
gained by retaining additional principal components (i.e., 11
components seem to be a good indication to hit the point of
diminishing returns).
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